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The Go Green Plan
As Go Green ideas spin in political minds, creating Go Green jobs is the #1 political narrative. With 
independent science not matching government science, something is wrong with this crusade to save 
humanity. Job creation means nothing if no one is here. Saving humanity is the part of the Go Green Plan 
that makes it Priority One. The Go Green Plan is supposed to save humanity from extinction. Independent
scientists like David Suzuki say the "Go Green Plan" governments are implementing is more destructive 
to the environment than fossil fuels are, and they prove it. Politicians do not get into debates about the 
dark side of the Go Green Plan because they cannot defend it. 

The Demise of Humanity
Governments disregarding the public is nothing new. COVID came along, and people 
suddenly had time to think. We live in this time of Biblical history. The story of our time is a 
story holding humanity's existence in the balance. If we lose this "Go Green" battle, we all 
lose. This is the basis of the government's argument for the Go Green Plan. Our story needs to
be told to every generation if we are to survive this onslaught of dishonesty emanating from 
government policies that are prevalent upfront and growing bigger by the day as the public 
becomes more aware, especially when discussing the Go Green Plan and the Demise of 
Humanity

Is Humanity's existence in the hands of Corrupt Governments?

Is humanity's existence being used to disregard life for profit?

Are the fundamentals of human existence being denied?

Big Tech takes money from the government to execute political narratives. Everything Big 
Tech and the government want, they get as they lay waste to anyone who gets in their way. 
We are talking about the Demise of Humanity, prevalent and undeniably Big Tech and the 
Government did not help humanity in its time of covid, they, along with Big Pharma, 
monopolised covid for monetary and political advantages by not exploring covid alternatives, 
as they silenced people that could have helped. In such a crisis, all useful sources need to be 
available for scrutiny by the public, government, and big corporations. Governments, Big 
Pharma, and Big Tech hid life-saving covid tools from the public and guarded their secrets 
from becoming general public knowledge. IVERMECTIN is one such tool that saves lives 
and was hidden. Many proven facts are hidden, such as what is in the covid vaccines and 
what the covid vaccines do to people is also hidden. Because such prevalent questions are 
disturbingly common It makes one no longer supportive of the digital age. How can anyone 
support the digital age if they are blatantly lying to the public? Big Tech, the Government, 
and Big Pharma supported the digital persecution of society. For a more civilized world, 
digital transparency is society's only hope for keeping such tyrannical people from such 
powers. Is it too late, Is it the end of humanity or the end of democracy?

Go Green Mystery
Is hydrogen being left behind in order to proselytize the go green sector?
If there is any truth to Global Warming and the Demise of Humanity, if there is any truth of this, why not 
include hydrogen? By not helping humanity out of the global warming crisis with the cleanest of the 
clean, costing pennies to the dollar, hydrogen, there cannot be a crisis without hydrogen in the mix. What 
happened to the good old days when such a crisis automatically included humanity's needs without 
tyrannical inclusions? Tools for government reform to combat tyranny are needed for society to know 
they rule society's destiny and not the ones elected who cover their paths in a digital maze that includes  
Big corporations, such as our government, are playing God with society as we kiss our freedoms goodbye
one by one, most people are without knowing and march straight ahead. 
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